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ONRC Categories
The Inspections module

• It’s a new application within RAMMs Suite.
Inspections for assets
ONRC front end
The workflow (in Pocket)
How it works
Feedback

• “Was relatively easy to adopt as it was an add on to our existing tools.”
• “Having it mapping as well as jobs, meant we could see inspections to do while doing other tasks”
• “Being able to zoom out further than normal with the icons still showing is great for planning our routes to inspect”
Value Add

• From Clients Perspective

• From Contractors Perspective
Using existing tools smarter makes sense
Working collaboratively means we can share the inspections (time)
Overall the inspection functionality will be useful for other inspections, not just ONRC.
Some Takeaways for you

• Watch for Asset Condition rather than ONRC approach. The latter is the

• Align your inspectors, use the visual guidelines.

• Don’t get bogged in the detail.

• It’s a network measure, not a contract measure.
Cheers! Questions?